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In 1989, the Loma Prieta earthquake wreaked havoc on northern California.  Most dramatic were the
freeways it collapsed and buildings it flattened.  However, from a financial perspective, far more
consequential were the tens of billions of dollars that subsequently had to be spent repairing and seismically
retrofitting bridges, underpasses, buildings, and the like.  This money could have been spent on other things,
but public health and safety considerations left officials with no choice but to make the expenditures.

A few years after the Loma Prieta quake, the Teton County school district realized it needed to
replace the old Wilson School.  As beloved as the building was, it was sub-standard in almost every possible
way; so vulnerable to fire, earthquake, and the like that officials concluded it was a question of when, rather
than if, a life-threatening event would occur.  

In fact, officials’ concerns about the old building led one school board member to dress down the
county commissioners and town council as they considered whether to include a new Wilson School in that
year’s capital facility tax elections.  Wagging a finger and in an overwrought voice, she declared that ““If you
don’t fund our new school, and the old school burns down or collapses, and children die, their blood will be
on your hands.”

In a similar vein, because New York City did such a poor job this past Christmas in plowing its streets,
the city responded to every subsequent snowstorm by pulling out all the stops to keep the streets clear and
the transportation infrastructure operating.  It was incredibly expensive to hit that standard, but the mayor
decided it was far better to spend public money on snow removal than take another political beating from
millions of angry New Yorkers.

These stories highlight a wildly pernicious issue looming on America’s horizon: balancing safety with
financial realities.  This isn’t a new issue of course: cost-benefit calculations have been made since cavemen
were pursuing dinosaurs.  What makes the looming decisions so much more complicated, though, is a
combination of three realities: our geometrically-expanding understanding of risks and mitigation techniques;
the cost of those techniques; and how human-induced global warming is disrupting past concepts of “normal.”

Because of global warming, future weather patterns will be far more variable than ones in the past. 
As a result, prudent planning for the public’s health and safety will require officials to assume that the “new
normal” will include much more frequent occurrences of once-rare events such as those we’ve seen this past
year: droughts; floods; abnormal amounts of snow and rain falling in places we don’t expect it to fall;
significant disruptions of air, rail, and ground transportation; shortfalls in agricultural production; and the like.

All of this is bad, of course, and will lead to additional costs, lost productivity, and a general need to
re-define exactly what we consider “normal.”  But where things will get really interesting and really, really
difficult, is when we ask look to our wildly dysfunctional political system to address these challenges.

In particular, two political realities will combine to thwart any sort of systematic effort to deal with
climate change-induced realities.  One is that it’s very, very hard for elected officials – particularly local
elected officials – to take actions which inconvenience their constituents or, even worse, put lives at risk.  The
other is that the anti-tax, anti-regulatory environment zealotry dominating our political discussions will make it
impossible for the public sector to take pro-active steps commensurate with the magnitude of the issues.  Add
all this together and you’ve got a series of very difficult policy decisions stretching well out into the future,
which must be addressed by an essentially-broken political system.  Good luck to us all.

Here’s an example of what we’re facing.  This winter, the northeastern US experienced not just record
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amounts of snow, but weather patterns in which that snow fell, partially melted, re-froze, and continued to
build up with each successive storm.  As that occurred, the snow load on buildings became heavier and
heavier, leading some – including schools and other public facilities – to collapse.  Others suffered structural
damage.

These are public health and safety issues, the very reason we have government and governmental
tools such as building codes.  And every additional building that collapsed or cracked put greater political
pressure on governments at every level – federal, state, and local – to not just require more stringent building
codes for new construction, but mandate inspections and retrofits for extant structures.  After all, what public
official wants to risk having his constituents’ blood on his hands should a building collapse after clear
warnings had been issued?

Examining building codes, requiring inspections and the like is not only completely sensible politics,
but completely sensible policy, for the lesson of the Japanese earthquake is that stricter building codes work. 
As awful as the Japanese tragedy has been, thanks to Japan’s stringent building codes, the country’s
infrastructure survived the strongest recorded earthquake in its history reasonably well.  Instead, almost all of
Japan’s post-quake problems have been caused by the subsequent tsunami, the design of the nuclear power
plant, and a decentralized government incapable of responding quickly to emergencies.

Japan’s example makes a compelling argument for strengthening both our regulations and regulatory
agencies.  But any official attempting to do that will run into two significant problems: one ideological, the
other financial.

The root of the ideological problem is the anti-government zealotry dominating the Republican party
and, by extension, controlling the national debate over government actions of any type.  As soon as any
official dares broach a subject like strengthening building codes, requiring inspections, mandating retrofits, or
adding extra levels of safety precautions to power plants, he or she will be pilloried with charges ranging from
driving up costs to spreading socialism.  This will put officials in an incredibly difficult place: Should they act
and risk being challenged by anti-government zealots in the next election?  Or should they not act and risk
having blood on their hands?  Talk about a lose-lose.

Making things worse will be the woeful financial shape of the federal government, most states, and
many cities.  It will cost hundreds of billions to address the many consequences of global warming, ranging
from retrofitting sub-standard buildings and infrastructure to making new investments into clean energy
generation and other technologies needed to cope with shifting weather and growing patterns.  Where will
that money come from?  

And that’s just the domestic side.  Looking abroad, how will we deal with the second- and third-world
countries suffering drought and famine because of the first-world’s history of carbon emissions?  More
urgently, how will we mitigate the economic and political disruptions stemming from that drought and famine? 
They’ve already contributed to the uprisings in Tunisia and Egypt; how will we react as contagion spreads?

Regardless of any specific answer, the fundamental question remains: If we can actually agree to do
something, how will we pay for it?  With Republicans ascendent and Democrats afraid of their own shadow,
the debate will be shaped by the Republican liturgy of no new taxes, massive cuts in spending and
regulation, and fratricidal attacks on anyone challenging the orthodoxy.  And while this approach may
produce short-term political gains, over the long-term it’s doomed because it flies in the face of reality. 
Shorter-term, it will make life awfully hard for the poor local official faced with buildings which might collapse.
Or, for that matter, nuclear plants which might melt down.

The bitter irony in all this, of course, is that the most fiscally-conservative approach to  the entire
global warming issue would have been to act on it a decade or two ago, when the evidence became
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compellingly clear that we humans were heating our own nest.  But because preventing problems rarely wins
any significant political points, addressing the issue then would have required a degree of leadership and
statesmanship we simply weren’t able to muster.

Worse still, not much has changed.  Leaders are still feckless, the problem isn’t going away, and it’s
clear things will only get worse as weather patterns further disrupt the “norm” upon which we’ve based our
infrastructure, construction standards, agricultural patterns, power generation, and the like.  In that context, I’ll
be fascinated to see what will happen when the very abstract ideas behind anti-government zealotry meet the
very real and immediate threat of blood – clearly preventable blood – on officials’ hands.  

Will anti-government elected officials stick to their ideological guns and say “We can’t afford it, and we
don’t want more government in our lives, so we have to accept that some might get hurt or even die?”  Or will
they look out at their neighbors and say “I can’t accept that some of you may be harmed when we can do
something to prevent it, so I’m going to put your safety ahead of my ideology”?  More and more often, this
kind of question will confront elected officials at all levels.  Regardless of how the issue plays out, it will be
fascinating to watch the process.


